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their old agitation the Ethiopians raised their heads
from their shelters to look. A machine-gun without
mountings was brought out of the cave and put in the place
of our old Oerlikon. Alas, all our eight new Oerlikons had
been abandoned in the lines. No one had thought of
dismantling them or bringing them back.
The Emperor came out of his cave with his glasses in his
hand, and leaning against the stone wall looked into the
distance.
The clouds were already scattering. Across their light
serrated borders one could see the high Debara and the
mountain chain in front of Mai Chow where were the
Italian lines which we had attacked.
The Emperor had just received information that the
enemy had taken possession of the mountain where we had
spent the night before the offensive, and that the Italians
were advancing on the west also.
It was seven o'clock.
Ethiopian chiefs, mules, soldiers, the whole retreating
army were climbing our slope. The narrow path was
filling up with a mass of people pushing and shouting at
each other. Men posted there tried to shove the crowd of
soldiers back and keep them from coining near the Imperial
cave, with blows of sticks to left and right.
The row was unbelievable.
" What disgraceful disorder ! " said the Emperor, turning
to me with a bitter look, " when we ought to be ready to
stop the Italians from turning our right. Fitorari Tafere !
Where is he ? Bring him here ! " and cries of " Fitorari
Tafere ! " resounded on all sides.
A squat Ethiopian chief with a big sword cut of
long ago across his forehead presented himself to the
Emperor.
" You see that mountain covered with bush," the
Emperor pointed. " You must occupy it with your men
and stop tiieferengi from taking it."
The Fitorari seemed undecided. He only vaguely
grasped the problem posed to him, since he knew neither
where the enemy was coming from nor the size of the forces
he had to face, nor probably the number of men which he
had at his own command. " Go on ! " said the Emperor,
and the Fitorari departed.

